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". . . a unique book that is fun to read while still providing valuable information." -- CodeGuru.com

". . .[like] cross training with the drill sergeant of debugging. . ." -- Chris Pelsor, Flash Developer

"If you have been programming in C++ for a while, this book is and excellent addition to your bookself." -- Gerard Beekmans, DevChannel.org     

   How Not to Program in C++ is a puzzle book with over 100 challenges. Readers must find errors in up to 40 lines of code. By learning to detect the errors, readers become more efficient programmers. Based on real-world programs, readers solve puzzles ranging from easy (one wrong character) to difficult (errors with multiple threads). Clues help along the way, and answers are at the back of the book.     

       About the Author
   
STEVE OUALLINE has been a programmer for 35 years. He is the author of many bestselling computer books, including Practical C Programming and Practical C++ Programming (O'Reilly).
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Reverse Engineering Deals on Wall Street with Microsoft Excel: A Step-by-Step Guide (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Economics / Investments & Securities
Praise for Reverse Engineering Deals on Wall Street with Microsoft Excel      

"Allman has written an excellent sequel to his first book Modeling Structured Finance Cash Flows with Microsoft Excel, providing a simple guide on how to deconstruct cash flows through modeling and understanding...
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Apoptosis, Cell Signaling, and Human Diseases: Molecular Mechanisms, Volume 1Humana Press, 2007

	The aim of Apoptosis, Cell Signaling, and Human Diseases: Molecular Mechanisms

	is to present recent developments in cell survival and apoptotic pathways and

	their involvement in human diseases, such as cancers and neurodegenerative disorders.

	This requires an integration of knowledge from several fields of research, including...
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Basic Surgical Techniques, 5eChurchill Livingstone, 2002

	The 5th Edition of this text gives clear, concise guidance on all aspects of acquiring surgical skills to ensure operative success. The full range of surgical procedures is comprehensively reviewed in a clear "how-to-do-it" style. Thoroughly updated and modernized throughout, this latest edition includes new information on...
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Photoshop CS4 Down & Dirty TricksNew Riders Publishing, 2009
UNLOCK THE SECRETS OF THE HOTTEST TRICKS, AND MOST REQUESTED PHOTOSHOP EFFECTS IN ONE AMAZING BOOK!

Scott Kelby, co-host of Photoshop User TV and the world’s #1 bestselling Photoshop author, is back to unlock the secrets of an amazing new collection of the latest eye-popping, jaw-dropping, Photoshop special...
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Leading the Professionals: How to Inspire & Motivate Professional Service TeamsKogan Page, 2004
Due to the nature of their work and personalities, many professionals prefer to do things on their own, in their own way. A firm’s best talents may not take too kindly to being told what to do and when to do it. They may resist being managed , and be unenthusiastic about working in a team. Whatever category they fall into—highly...
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Macromolecules Containing Metal and Metal-Like Elements,  Transition Metal-Containing Polymers, Volume 6John Wiley & Sons, 2005
"This book is well written and is readily accessible to readers of all levels…an excellent introduction to new researchers and a good reference for those more familiar with this field of study." (Journal of the American Chemical Society, May 3, 2006)

This series provides a useful, applications-oriented forum for...
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